The late History of Dentistry shows, that filling teeth with gold has furnished a fruitful topic for discussion from the earliest use of the metal for that purpose, down to the present time. 
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The earnestness displayed in discussion and the various preparations of gold recommended, show most conclusively that we are from the millennium of a uniform practice. The force has attracted attention in filling teeth ; up to this period we had all the facts or effects which had come through patient observation and experiment during the existence of the profession. Given those effects, by the aid of science we go back in search of causes, having found them, we call them principles or laws, so far as they relate to our specialty. They are not numerous or difficult of comprehension, and ere long the dental student will be taught the same as the rudimental principles in the practice of dentistry. Let those doubt who may, science never put her hand to the plow to look back.?Dental Register.
